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Customer Reviews

I have both number 1 and 4 of this series, and nothing saddens me more that they have discontinued this fantastic series of books. The artwork is great, printed on high-quality paper. Some of the art looks good enough to frame! My only complaint is that only the cover is in color, but that is a small trade-off compared to the amount of artistic talent in this book. My recommendation for ANYONE who loves anthropomorphic characters (furries) is to buy this book.  

Bahumat

This is a great artbook, featuring many famous furry artists. I love the art, and look at it regularly. If you’re a fan of Michele Light, I recommend it.

This book started my physical collection of furry publishings, and still remains the best singal pice I have. Not only is it perfectaly published, but contains excellent examples of anthropomorphic artwork. Its my personal bible.

An excelent book with plenty of worth while pictures in it. but it is not 100% furry though with two of the artists not having a single furry pic in their section
I think this is the best of the series, it's a shame that they had to be discontinued. The standard of art is very good, and I'm hard pressed to find a picture I like better than the front cover illustration by Michele Light :)

Pretty cool artwork. All kinds of different fursonas and universes are represented. Not a bad purchase at all. Don't be ashamed to check this out!

Not only does this book have really good quality art in it, it also gives good detail and background information about the artists. I recommend this book to anyone who has an interest in anthropomorphic art, cartoon animals, etc...

Last year I won a ticket for a free book at the library’s expense. I stumbled upon this book and I really wanted to get it. This book to me is a commissions book. If you are looking for an artist to draw for you, draw your fursona, Or if you’re a collector of furry art this is the book for you. I picked this book for inspiration and hoping to get some technique ideas. It has a variety of types of drawing techniques from marker sketches to CGI pictures. I really like the art of Michele Light the best. Unfortunately it is all in black and white. Other than that it is a great book!! Cant wait to see book 5 (wags)-Arpeggio Volpe
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